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THE MORPHING OF THE 
AUTO RENTAL INDUSTRY 
I see an uncanny ability of the rental industry to remake itself to fit the contour 
of the automotive and travel landscape, and even the culture of the times. 

FEW ACTIVELY WORKING IN THE AUTO RENTAL INDUSTRY TODAY CAN LOOK 

back over their shoulders at the evolution of our industry over the 

past 40 years and reflect on just how we arrived at the place the 

business exists today - and where we appear to be headed. 

I have the dubious distinction of being one of those ancient 

souls. Sometimes nervous at the shaky platform upon which the 

auto rental model seems to be built, and at other times incredulous 

as to the ingenuity we find within ourselves to follow a ray of light 

through a darkened tunnel and come out the other side intact, 

stronger and smarter than ever. 

What prompts me today to reflect 

Given the totality of these changes that have impacted auto 

rental for my four decades as an observer, I see an uncanny ability 

of the industry to slowly, strategically transform - if not remake 

itself to fit the contour of the automotive and travel landscape, and 

even the culture of the times. 

Through recessions, quixotic thinking among the domestic 

manufacturers that led to acquisitions of the major rental brands, 

self-serving repurchase deals and then the manufacturers' dives

titure of the same rental company holdings, all the major players 

still stand - barely recognizable - but in a good way. 

And ironically, similar to 1976, 

on such high-minded concepts as 

the cyclicality of business? 

It's simple. The other day, the fo l

lowing headline crossed my screen: 

"Ride-hailing company Lyft partners 

with Hertz." My first response was, 

"Say what?" My second response 

was, "What took them so long?" 

Hertz's agreement with Lyft -

the No. 2 company behind Uber in 

this quickly expanding ride-hailing 

segment of the personal mobility 

industry - provides Hertz vehicles 

"IS THE RENTAL INDUSTRY 
CONTINUING TO MORPH IN 
SUBTLE YET PERCEPTIBLE 
WAYS SO THAT, IF WE LOOK 
BACK 40 YEARS FROM NOW, 
IT WILL NO LONGER BE 
RECOGNIZABLE? " 

three corporations control 95% of 

the market 

This brings us back to where 

we started. Is the U.S. auto rental 

industry continuing to morph in 

subtle yet perceptible ways so 

that, if we look back 40 years 

from now, it will no longer be 

recognizable? 

With the autonomous vehicle, 

the age of the Jetsons is upon us. 

Let's layer on top new technolo-

to Lyft drivers for a daily fee. Is it inevitable that Hertz acquires 

Lyft? Maybe cash-rich Uber, with its global aspirations and deep 

pockets, acquires Avis Budget Group? Think of the synergies. 

Also, think of the mandate for the legacy rental brands to 

strive to be ahead of the curve - or left in the dust, like other 

large companies in major industries. Anyone remember Ameri

can Motors? 

When I went to work for Hertz Rent A Car in 1976, there were 

three companies controlling 90% of the domestic airport market: 
Hertz, Avis and National. Hertz was owned by RCA Corp. Avis's 

parent was conglomerate Norton Simon and National's owner was 
Household Finance. 

Car rental was and still is a good cash flow business, which 

many of these holding companies needed. More importantly, the 

Investment Tax Credit provided significant tax benefits to investors 

in high-end capital goods such as automobiles - until the IRS 

modified it to the extent that it no longer provided that significant 

benefit Subsequently, each of the brands went through a series 

of ownerships, structural changes and business combinations that 

have continued to this day. 
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gies that eliminate rental staff and 

facilities altogether. And car-hailing, which eliminates the stress of 

stepping out in a heavily-trafficked street, arm extended skyward, 

hoping to be acknowledged and blessed by a kindly, compassion

ate taxi driver. 

Put all of these ingredients in a shaker and consider what the 

personal mobility industry might look like in 10 years: Hertz, 

Avis, or Enterprise managing fleets of hundreds of thousands of 

autonomous vehicles, each of which are summoned, dispatched 

and secured by virtual technologies, regardless of location - air
port, urban, suburban, ruraL Then renters are billed and vehicles 

are redeployed upon completion of the rental , whether it is 15 

minutes or 15 days. Just imagine! 

Alternatively, is the next stage in our evolution another Allegis 

Corp.? Don't know what that is? Do the research. As they say, the 

only constant is change. If not before, I'll check back with you in 

10 years to see what the rental industry looks like. It should be 

interesting! 
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